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WELCOME TO
ARK CENTRE
ARK Centre, with a synagogue
at its heart both physically and
metaphorically, has cemented itself
in the hearts of the broad Jewish
community in the area, particularly
in this pandemic year.

be held, including regular services,
shiurim, dinners and lunches to
celebrate Jewish festivals. There
the foundation was laid for the
warm, inclusive, exciting place that
endures to this day.

ARK Centre had its modest
beginnings around ten years ago
when the founders organised to
use a classroom at East Hawthorn’s
Bialik College for Shabbat services,
using a portable Aron Kodesh, later
using the school’s hall for Yom Tov
services, Bar Mitzvahs and Call Ups
as numbers grew. Later we rented
a house in the area to enable a
much wider variety of activities to

It’s hard to believe that ARK Centre
has been at our Cato Street home
for over five years, consolidating
our ability to offer a wide range of
communal and religious events,
enabling members and friends to
connect or reconnect with their
heritage, celebrate chagim, life
milestones, and find comfort and
support in tough times.
For many who come, regularly or
infrequently, to ARK Centre, it’s a
place where they find a sense of
belonging. The team at ARK Centre
ensures everyone feels valued,
welcome and accepted for who
they are.
We love to welcome the children
who feel at home and who run
around, play and participate in
services, celebrations and various
activities designed especially
for them.
Central to our ethos is providing
Authentic Orthodox Judaism for

the 21st Century. In the main this
translates as offering a broad
spectrum of events, activities
and programs – over and above
synagogue services – to a broad
spectrum of people. It’s that
breadth that makes us not just
a synagogue, but a Community
Centre. At our core, we offer a
modern-day approach to Orthodox
Judaism enabling inclusive and
genuine connections for our everchanging community.
It’s that vision and commitment that
means we ask the hard questions –
of ourselves and of the established
Orthodox leadership.
We strongly believe that we
must provide both authenticity in
our adherence to halachah and
Orthodox Judaism and at the
same time, with equal vehemence,
balance that with relevance and
meaning to people who seek
connection through community in a
2020 kind of way.
ARK Centre aims to provide a place
where everyone, no matter their
age, or reason for being there, feels
they belong in this place that gives
them religious, spiritual, emotional
and gastronomic nourishment.
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FROM THE
RABBI’S DESK
RABBI GABI KALTMANN

CHRISTOPHER ROBIN, FROM WINNIE THE POOH
3
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“YOU’RE BRAVER THAN YOU BELIEVE, STRONGER THAN
YOU SEEM AND SMARTER THAN YOU THINK.”
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FROM THE RABBI’S DESK

Rosh Hashanah comes every
year and it could be easy to
fall into the habit of treating
it as ‘just another Rosh
Hashanah’. But it’s a time of
renewal and a fresh view. This
year it is especially relevant
and as a young Rabbi in a
special community I want to
ask you to think about what
Rosh Hashanah can really
mean, for us all, this year.
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Thinking back to my life
a year ago, I would have
laughed in disbelief if
someone had told me that I
was going to spend a huge
proportion of 2020 in social
isolation, not able to go to
cafes, socialise, visit my
grandmother or even go to
Shule. Even a few months
ago, this would have been an
unfathomable scenario that
no one would have believed.
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As we entered into the
21st century, the world
acclimatised to a different
epoch to the one that our
parents and grandparents had
known. We were suddenly
able to communicate with
people on the other side of
the globe at the click of a
button, translate languages
by copying and pasting
a dialogue into Google
translate, and fly across the
world at the drop of a hat,
all for a fraction of the price
it cost previous generations.
Moreover, we took for granted
that most illnesses that we
encountered as humanity,
were able to be cured, or at
least mitigated by antibiotics,
vaccines or anti-retroviral
drugs.
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These past few
months have
flipped all that
we know on its
head. A virus,
an invisible
pathogen
wreaking havoc
on our lives in
a cataclysmic
upheaval of death, economic
collapse and uncertainty.
The lives that we once led
and took for granted are no
more, and we are a changed
society, marred by the
trauma of what the whole
international community is
going through.
We have learned that public
health emergencies require
a colossal, all-encompassing
response, where the
actions of each person have
enormous consequences.
One asymptomatic carrier of
COVID-19 can shut down a
city. One person with a sore
throat can cause hundreds
of people to go into isolation
for 14 days. We have learnt
that we need each other, to
work together for community
safety and ensure every
country has the best chance
of recovery. We have all had
to socially-distance from one
another. “Man plans and G-d
laughs” is the famous Yiddish
saying that has repeated
through my mind in the past
few months. I think back to all
my plans that were cancelled
at the start of the pandemic,
and I have learnt to not get
attached to plans. This is our
new normal.
So far we have experienced a

socially-isolated Pesach, Lag
Ba-Omer and Shavuot, as we
were unable to congregate
at Shule. We weren’t able to
celebrate weddings as we
would have liked, nor bid
farewell to our loved ones
as they passed away. We all
wanted to be surrounded by
our community and all its love,
yet this has been the year of
getting to know ourselves a
bit better, without the comfort
of social interaction.
And yet, as we sit here right
at the cusp of the Jewish
new year of 5781, there is
a pervading sentiment of
optimism. We are about
to enter better days. Here
in Australia at the time of
writing, we have been largely
successful in rallying around
each other, adhering to strict
isolation requirements and, in
doing so, seriously pushing
back this virus.
As we re-enter into a
semblance of our usual
lives, there is a new world
order that we must adhere
to. This is our life, and we
are so blessed to be living in
Australia, one of the world’s
safest countries. We are so
lucky that we are able to bear
witness to this huge historical
event, where we are watching

unfold medical miracles
of incredibly fast vaccine
developments, as well as the
most wonderful outpouring
of kindness and humanity
that we seldom see on such
an international scale.
Yet, people are still dying
from COVID-19, and we are
counting for better days.
Jewish tradition has an
interesting view of counting.
There are many instances of
a census being taken in the
Torah, which the sages have
explained to mean, that G-d
loves and cares for us as one
cares for precious objects.
The omniscient G-d counts
us because he treasures us,
as though we are his most
prized possessions.
Likewise, with our tradition,
we are counting toward
our High Holy Days,

demonstrating how precious
and important they are to
us. This counting not only
symbolises the beginning
of our redemption as an
enslaved nation in Egypt
as retold on Passover,
celebrated on Shavuot and
renewed on Rosh Hashanah,
but it also provides us with a
framework for our lives. We
count in anticipation, striking
the days off the calendar
and conveying a sense of
excitement and longing to be
close to G-d.
So as we count with bated
breath, hoping for this
pandemic to come to an end,
we acknowledge that we are
living in a uniquely difficult
time and count toward the
better days which are surely
ahead in this next year.
It is a tradition for us to wish
each other a Shana Tova

U’Metukah, a Happy Sweet
New Year during this time
period. This year I would like
to add to this blessing – I
wish you and your families
a year full of safety and
perspective, a year of stability
and kindness, a year of
thankfulness and appreciation.
How exceedingly lucky
we are to be living in such
a wonderful and blessed
country, Australia.
With Blessings,
Rabbi Gabi
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THE YEAR THAT WAS –
AND WHAT A YEAR IT WAS!
Lisa Naphtali, General Manager
How much have our lives changed? How much more
change is still to come? How much can we cope with?
Amidst all the turmoil, fear and concern, I’ve
had the privilege of working with our Rabbi,
staff and Board to reshape ARK Centre.
Together we worked to reframe the question
to: How can we support each other?
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In March, just as were starting to get ready for
an epic Purim party, we made a decision that
became typical of every organisation over
the following days and weeks. We cancelled
the event. We suspended our services. We
fundamentally changed how we operate.
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As most of us went into isolation, our daily
routines became anything but routine. New
groups on social media were formed, phones
pinged
relentlessly
with memes
and information
being shared
and we found
ourselves
saying
‘zoom’ an
TIMES

awful lot. As scared as we were, and still
are, our community came together in an
unprecedented way. ‘Unprecedented’ – that’s
another word we’ve heard a lot.
Seeing people struggle is always hard. Hearing
their stories and feeling the pain of how people
are being impacted financially, emotionally
and socially shines a light on how easily our
individual worlds can get turned upside down.
As an organisation we wanted to do what
we could to support our community. I am
incredibly proud of what we have achieved.
And equally as humbled by the support we
have received to be able to do what we do.
In order to enable this publication to proceed
we, of course, approach advertisers. This year
the response was overwhelming by those
who agreed to advertise and several more
who made a donation without taking an ad.
The generosity in dollars has been matched
only by the generosity of spirit. We’ve had
volunteers taking the time to call our members,

check in on each other, letting us know if
people needed our support, offering assistance
with food deliveries and much more.
With thanks to Chef Dan,
ARK Catering reframed its
operation to focus on home
delivery and the incredibly
popular Shabbat Boxes.
When we launched our Pay it
Forward initiative in early April,
we couldn’t have predicted
how many more families we’d be able to
support. But the response was phenomenal.
As we know, Pesach was the first Chag we
celebrated without our extended families.
The sheer number of Pesach Boxes and
Seder Plates we delivered, across Melbourne,
showed just how strongly our community
wanted to maintain their traditions and stay
connected even when they couldn’t rely on
Savta to make the chicken soup.
That’s the community we love and serve. The
strength of the Modern Orthodox spirit, the
commitment to maintaining tradition, the will
to do things differently to achieve meaning
that is relevant today. Pesach during Covid-19
became a sort of analogy for ARK Centre.
In so many ways, we have always done things
differently. The era of Coronavirus forced us to
think outside the box in an entirely new way.

ARK Centre has evolved in so many ways. The
visitors we’ve had to the Centre, the events
we’ve delivered, the style of services, the
enormous growth in catering are just some of
what you’ll read about throughout the pages
of this magazine. And while we don’t know
exactly what lies ahead, we are prepared
better than ever, to adapt. As we look ahead
and start to resume some of our services, and
in the not too distant future some activities and
programs, we are gearing up for a new kind of
normal. A new kind of different.
As we look toward Rosh Hashanah we will
be relying the support of our members and
friends more than ever before. While at the
time of going to print we don’t know what
our services will look like this year, we assure
you that we will be here delivering all we can,
quite likely in a variety of different ways, in line
with the restrictions applicable at the time.
For the first time as GM of ARK Centre, I can’t
predict what the next few months will look
like. On the one hand, that’s not the ideal
situation for a person who thrives on planning
and contingencies. On the other, the future
seems filled with almost limitless possibility –
how could that not make you excited to find
out what happens next?!
Shanah Tovah
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Our shiurim (lessons) moved online. Rabbi
Gabi and Tunni Fogelgarn thoroughly
entertained us with songs, and their unique
commentary, for Kabbalat Shabbat via
Facebook Live every Friday afternoon. We
saw Rabbi Gabi’s face on video messages
sharing his thoughts and experiences (and his
support of Collingwood but let’s not go there
#gotiges). We created a different menu each
week to help those who couldn’t, or don’t
usually, make Shabbat at home (or at least
with so few people to feed) do so with ease.
As well as unique menus for our Boxes for
Pesach, Lag BaOmer and Shavuot.
While it’s become a little difficult to recall life
‘before iso’, writing this piece has led me down
that path. Since the last edition of ARK Times
TIMES
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HAPPENINGS @
ARK CENTRE
TISHA B’AV

result it elicited a great deal of
thoughtful commentary and
involvement with the discussion of
such a vital subject.

ROSH HASHANAH

Tisha B’Av is the most sombre night
of the Jewish year and ARK Centre
has often found uniquely absorbing
ways to involve our community.
On Saturday 10 August 2019, we
introduced a new format, a debate
on a ‘hot topic’ of relevance to the
Jewish and general community.
The topic was Morality vs Legality:
The Legalisation of Euthanasia. In
a hotly contested debate, those
arguing on the Affirmative side were
Dr Jonny Orelowitz, Amari Romero,
and Ivana Krsteska; the speakers
for the Negative side were Deborah
Mandie, Dr Barry Teperman and
Dr Peter Eizenberg.
Before the debate, with all those
attending sitting on the floor, we
davened Maariv and read the
tragic book of Eicha in Hebrew and
English, a text traditionally read on
Tisha B’Av, commemorating the
destruction of the the First and
Second Temples and numerous
tragedies that befell the Jewish
people through history.

ARK Centre was filled with families
coming to celebrate the beginning
of the New Year with services led
by Rabbi Gabi, accompanied by
the superb ARKapella singers led
by Shneur Reti-Waks. Rabbi Gabi
delivered extraordinary sermons
on both days, which drew applause
from the congregation, something
we’ve never seen before at ARK
Centre nor perhaps at any Shule.
He talked about the concept of
“gam ze ya’avor”, this too shall
pass, which was poignant then in
September but has proven to be
even more so now with everything
that has happened in the world
since. As usual, we had a stellar
Youth Program with activities for
children of all ages (including a
feeding area for newborns and
infants) ably organised by Gabbi
Sar-Shalom with the assistance
of a top notch team of madrichim,
Jordan, Gid, Shoshi, Izzy, Sian, Jade,
Hayley and Timnah. The children
threw themselves into the program
and said it was the best ever.
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A record number of people trekked
down to Gardiners Creek for the
Tashlich service to ritually throw our
sins into the water, a very ancient
custom. Despite the cold and slight
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The debate was well argued with
passion and conviction from both
sides and then opened up to
questions and comments from
those in attendance. As a question
for our times, the speakers put
their cases forcefully and sincerely,
making it very difficult to decide a
winner. Even without a conclusive
TIMES

drizzly rain, everyone joined in and
sang with enthusiasm.
Just prior to Rosh Hashanah,
Rabbi Gabi and Rebbetzin Mushka
celebrated the Upsherin (hair
cutting) of their second son Lev
and invited to the community to
celebrate all together. Surrounded
by family, including Rebbetzin
Mushka’s father who was visiting
from Bangkok, friends and
congregants, it was a joyous
afternoon, and Lev enjoyed it and
his cake.

YOM KIPPUR
Jews all over the world, even if
they’re not observant, wouldn’t
miss a Kol Nidre service, and
with good reason. It is a haunting,
emotional service and at ARK
Centre with Rabbi Gabi leading and
the ARKapellas supporting, it was
something truly unforgettable.
Yom Kippur is a long day, but
at ARK Centre it is beautifully
davened, and everyone feels they
are part of something greater than
themselves. With our trademark
long break in the middle of the day,
members and friends are given the
opportunity for a long shluff or, if
so inclined, to come back early for
a chat and discussion with Rabbi
Gabi before the service continues.
Our Break the Fast meal has
become a tradition now, with large
numbers of the community coming
together to eat, talk, drink and
enjoy, just like an extended family.
This ARK Centre ‘family tradition’ is
just one that we hope to be able to
resume in the coming weeks and
months.

day one of our favourite traditions
is the bringing up of the youngest
generations to the bimah to find
the first letter of their Hebrew
name in the Torah before the
leining (reading from the Torah)
commences.
They were days that really capped
off the New Year period with a
memorable party, with meaning
and genuine, wholesome good fun.

MONTHLY ROSH
CHODESH SERVICES
SUCCOT
We celebrated Erev Succot with
a family event to “make your
own edible succah”, with every
imaginable lolly, sweet biscuit
and canned cream to make walls,
floors, schach and decorations.
The kids enjoyed making them as
much as they did eating them and
the judging of best succah was, of
course, very fair and impartial.
During Chol Ha’Moed Succot
Rabbi Gabi hosted an event for
our younger adults at his home, in
collaboration with his friend Pinny
Super, and of course all the usual
services and delicious kiddushim
were enjoyed by all.

Each month Dr Barry Teperman
rounds up the troops to attend
the ARK Centre Rosh Chodesh
service. Barry is renowned for saying
‘phylacteries optional’, and he
always provides poppy seed cake
for everyone much to the delight of
all who attend. During these weeks
of lockdown due to Covid-19, ARK
Centre moved to Zoom for online
Rosh Chodesh services which were
very well attended although the
poppy seed cake was missed. It
was delightful to see the eagerness
with which participants came back
to Shule, albeit briefly, for one of
the monthly services with strict
adherence to number limitations and
social distancing protocols. These
services will continue over Zoom
until we can gather again safely.

END OF CALENDAR
YEAR CELEBRATIONS
We couldn’t let the year end
without a celebration. And we
didn’t. In early December 2019 we
held the now renowned annual
Whisky and Herring night warmly
hosted by Dov and Rosie Potaznik
at their home. As usual it was
was well attended and provided
several good bottles of Scotch for
enjoyment on the night and for
donation to the Shule. Many thanks
for all the generous donations and
to our wonderful hosts.

PURIM
It was a very different Purim this
year with, for the first time, ARK
Centre hosting both a women’s
and a mixed group’s reading of the
Megillah.
It was an historic and memorable
evening with the women reading
the Megillah bringing a great deal
of warmth and skill. Each woman
who leined (read) the Megillah did
so with gusto, enthusiasm and a
great deal of passion.
Our thanks to Elise Loterman from
WOTIV (Women’s Orthodox Tefillah
in Victoria) for coordinating a
fantastic evening. It was an evening
true to ARK Centre’s mission of
inclusivity and engagement, (as
well as choice!), and delivered
a great deal of joy to all who
attended. The two groups joined
at the end of the readings for a
delicious supper and discussions
went on for some time.
Rabbi Gabi was a huge hit at the
Bialik College Purim celebrations
partying along with the students,
and the principal, during their range
of activities during the day.

We finished the calendar year
with a heartfelt musical Kabbalat
Shabbat service, celebrating the
end of the year and the beginning
of the summer holidays.

SIMCHAT TORAH
Edition 8 | August 2020

This is such a joyous festival,
encouraging participation by
everyone to carry the Sefer Torah
around the shule, to celebrate and
have fun! Family and friends of the
Chatan Torah, Harry Rosenberg,
and Chatan Bereshit, Moshe
Goldberg, joined together to enjoy
the honour of the chag. During the
TIMES
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HAPPENINGS @ ARK CENTRE

Sadly, it was also that week
that Covid-19 restrictions were
instituted, and as a result we had
to cancel our much-anticipated
Purim-themed Kabbalat Shabbat
party, but we look forward to 2021
when we can hopefully gather
together again to celebrate.
Before Purim we hosted a PrePurim Hamentashen Bake, in the
ARK Centre kitchen, ably led by
Rebbetzin Mushka with thanks
for the generous support of Rosie
Potaznik in memory of her late
mother Sala Cukierman. And the
hamentashen were delicious!

PESACH
Pesach 2020 was the most unusual
Pesach any of us had experienced
with many commenting on the
similarities between the Plagues of
Egypt and living through a real-life
plague in the present.
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This year, to help our community
celebrate and commemorate
together, ARK Centre offered
‘Pesach in a Box’, and we sold
out in record time. Each recipient
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received a prepared Seder plate,
matzah, and a three-course meal.
Many thanks to Chef Dan and his
team for helping the community
enjoy a delicious Pesach meal in
trying times.
Pesach also saw the introduction of
our Pay it Forward initiative where
community members donated a
‘Pesach in a Box’ to enable families
struggling with the changes
brought by COVID-19 to enjoy a
Seder meal. These were done
anonymously to protect the privacy
of those receiving the meals.
The Pay it Forward initiative has
continued since with the focus
moving toward providing Shabbat
Boxes to those doing it tough in
these challenging times. There’s
more information on the Shabbat
Box later in this magazine.

SHAVUOT
It was with great joy and relief that
ARK Centre shule was able to open
its doors, in a limited way, to a small
congregation to celebrate Shavuot
with prayer in person.

Rebbetzin Mushka hosted a
Zoom Tikkun Leil Shavuot the day
before Shavuot entitled Alternative
Perspectives: Exploring Old Ideas
in a New Way. It was a most
interesting and thought-provoking
evening, with some of the large
audience joining in with questions
and comments. Rebbetzin Mushka
looked at a number of stages and
stories through time, ones that
many of us know well, and offered
different perspectives on what
we thought we knew. In many
cases, she delved into a female
perspective turning what we had
seen through one lens, perhaps,
completely on its head.
It being the second Chag we
celebrated in isolation, we wanted to
give everyone the opportunity to get
involved. In the afternoon prior to
the beginning of the Chag, Chazzan
Tunni livestreamed a range of songs
and, after Shabbat, together with
Rabbi Gabi livestreamed a beautiful
Havdallah service.

SHIURIM @ ARK CENTRE
Rabbi Gabi leads a wide range of shiurim (lessons) during the year, often linked to a festival and covering
many different topics. Prior to Rosh Hashanah there is a shiur for those who would like to know more about
the how to, why and when of davening. There was a session to teach the Pesach songs prior to the first
Seder, and a series on Pirkei Avot that Rabbi Gabi led over Zoom during isolation to name a few.
To find out more about upcoming shiurim topics, dates and times see our weekly newsletter.
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EVENTS @ ARK CENTRE
Throughout the year ARK Centre hosts events to bring
interesting visitors along to share their stories, enabling
our community to look beyond ourselves to discover,
discuss, argue and think about new and old ideas.

Honouring our Differences
Through Telling our Stories
In August 2019, ARK Centre hosted this
inspiring event in collaboration with Together
for Humanity and Jewish Christian Muslim
Association (JCMA).
Around fifty people gathered on a Sunday
afternoon to listen to Rev. Ian Smith, Rufiath
Yousuff and Rabbi Zalman Kastel, introduced
by our own Rabbi Gabi, share their stories.
Each speaker talked about their journey to
faith and within faith, honestly and very openly
in layered, moving and deeply interesting
ways. For each of them the concept of ‘choice’
played a large part in their story.

After the three talks, the group broke up into
five smaller groups for discussions, and it was
clear that everyone had much more to say
when the time was up.
The impact of breaking down barriers and
building connections between individuals
cannot be underestimated and this evening
went some way to fostering more mutual
understanding and respect between our
three faiths.
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EVENTS @ ARK CENTRE

Music Concerts
In December 2019 and March 2020, ARK Centre hosted two joyful
concerts, welcoming a big audience predominantly comprised of
seniors. These events were made possible thanks to the wonderful
support of the Victorian Government; a grant intended specifically to
enable us in our outreach and support for the elderly who can all too
often be isolated and marginalised.
Tunni and Shneur entertained audiences whose faces lit up at the
sounds of songs from their youth. The music was in Yiddish, Hebrew
and English and the expression on the faces of the audience was
beautiful to see. They were transported to their memories of other times
and countries and their time here in Australia. It was truly an amazing
atmosphere.
ARK Centre is looking forward to being able to do more of these
concerts when we can.
Many thanks to Vera Hall for her support in assisting with the planning
and promotion.

Couples Cooking Night
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Rebbetzin Mushka and Rabbi
Gabi hosted an evening for young
couples and singles on a cold night
in August to prepare meals for
distribution through the Our Village
Kitchen initiative to provide Shabbat
dinners for people in need. It was a
great opportunity to discuss food,
recipes and what we can do to help
those who have, through no fault of
their own, fallen on tougher times.
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Baking Challah with
Visitors from the Arava
Rabbi Gabi and Rebbetzin Mushka
hosted visitors from the Arava, a
desert region in southern Israel,
to bake delicious home-made
challah and to see, hear and learn
about what we do at the ARK
Centre. It was a fun, and delicious,
way to build bridges.

The Devil Unleashed:
The Rise and Rise of
Antisemitism
In February this year a large audience
came to hear Dr. Dvir Abromovich,
in his role as head of the AntiDefamation Committee (ADC), talk
about his tireless efforts to call out
antisemitism wherever and whenever
it occurs, which unfortunately is
becoming increasingly often. The
number of instances of verbal and
physical abuse has significantly risen
over the past few years, and we’ve
all seen pictures of the horrid graffiti
that seems to be occurring more
frequently.
Dr. Abomovich told the audience
about the work of the ADC, in
its quest to update this situation
for the community. He provided
updates on key ‘cases’ we’ve all
heard a lot about and generously
answered the many questions the
audience had around where the
increase has stemmed from and
what we can do about it individually
and as a community.
It was certainly a very sobering and
powerful evening.

Lag BaOmer Kumzitz
with Tunni – Online
This was a different kind of event
for ARK Centre – an online musical
event with Chazzan Tunni singing
songs to celebrate Lag BaOmer.
The delightful event was made
even better by the Lag BaOmer
offering of delicious food from
the ARK Centre kitchen with Lag
BaOmer-in-a-Box meals from the
ever-versatile Chef Dan.

SHABBAT @ ARK CENTRE
Since our earliest beginnings over ten years ago, Shabbat at ARK Centre has been
a central drawcard for so many different people, often those who without ARK wouldn’t
go to shule on a regular Shabbat at all. We are proud of the reputation we have built for
providing a warm, fun, and highly inclusive Kabbalat Shabbat service. On an average
Friday evening you can find scores of people of all ages gathering together to eat, drink,
schmooze, enjoy a L’Chaim and bring in the Shabbat with much joy and singing.
With the advent of Covid-19 we couldn’t come together in person anymore, so we had to get creative. Despite
not being able to gather together, we took advantage of social media and moved Kabbalat Shabbat to
Facebook Live. It’s not the same but it is a great way to start Shabbat and connect with others in the community
– it just required our members to provide their own scotch and herring this way.
Until the lockdown, ARK Centre had the pleasure of a number of our members and friends taking a more active
role in services. We thank all those who lead the davening, delivered an occasional drosha (sermon), undertook
the leining (reading from the Torah) and Haftorah. We look forward to the resumption of services and invite those
interested in taking part in our services to contact the Rabbi.

GUEST SPEAKERS
We love having guests and bringing
communities together. Welcoming
guests on a Friday night allows us
to show off the ruach (spirit) that is
synonymous with ARK Centre and
gives them an insight into what
Orthodox Judaism can be all about.
September 2019
Viv Nguyen,
Chairperson of
the Victorian
Multicultural
Commission,
spoke about
the differences
and similarities
between the Vietnamese and
Jewish communities.
October 2019
Professor Shachar Richter from the
Faculty of Engineering and Centre for
Nanoscience and Nanotechnology
spoke about this fascinating topic,
making it just a little bit more
comprehensible for those non-tech
people in the room (most of us).
November 2019

Michael O’Brien MP, Opposition
Leader in the Victorian Parliament,
and David Southwick MP, member
for Caulfield, joined us for an
enlightening discussion about
state and federal politics.
December 2019

We hosted our annual Indigenous
Cross Communal Kabbalat
Shabbat, which has become an
important event in our calendar.
This year it was our honour to
host Shane Charles and some
of his friends and family. Hearing
the didgeridoo accompanying
the Rabbi, Chazzan and the kids
on the bimah for Lecha Dodi was
extraordinary. With Rabbi Gabi on
the shofar and Shane Charles on
the didgeridoo, it was a sight – and
sound – to remember for the ages.
January 2020

February 2020
Our TuBishvat Kabbalat Shabbat
was a joyous event celebrating
the traditional New Year of the
Trees and the great relief that the
shattering fire season seemed to
be diminishing in its ferocity. Our
thanks to one member family for
their donation of seedlings that
everyone was able to take home
to plant in their own gardens.

YOUTH SHABBATOT
A few times during the year Rabbi
Gabi leads a vibrant Youth Shabbat
to engage kids in the Shabbat
morning service no matter how
often they typically come to shule.
He explains the service, not just the
details of how and what we pray
for but gives everyone a feeling for
the joy of Shabbat and how much it
means to those who are there.

TIMES
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Multicultural Liaison Officer John
Branagan from the Metropolitan
Fire Brigade (MFB) joined us to
speak about the bushfire situation
how funds that were being raised
were being used. It was a true

pleasure to host him, particularly
in the light of what transpired over
the terrible summer of fire, and the
overwhelming support from the
Jewish community.
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SHARING A PAGE
OUT OF MY DIARY
Rebbetzin Mushka
old fashioned and unnecessary in
our enlightened and modern age
of freedom and equality. And we
will raise a generation that sees
the world as a literal jungle: a place
where nothing matters except
myself and my own needs, rights
and wants.

I’d like to share some of the thoughts
going round in my mind this week.
Two shoe salesmen from competing
companies are sent to a foreign
country to assess the market.
Salesman One scouts around for
a few days and then heads for
the telegraph office to contact
company headquarters. He writes:
“Research complete. Unmitigated
disaster. Nobody here wears shoes.”
Likewise, Salesman Two does his
research and heads for the same
telegraph office. Once there, he
composes the following: “Research
complete. Glorious opportunity!
Nobody here wears shoes!”
There was a meme going around
after the launch of the spaceship
last week.
‘Congratulations to the astronauts
who left earth today. Good choice!’
If I had the option, would I want to
run away from the world because
of its degradation?
Witnessing the horrors and
tragedies of the last few months
and weeks, my (and probably
everyone’s) initial assessment of
our world is simple: What a mess.
What a disaster.
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But then I was thinking what if we
chose to be Salesman Two, to find
in this entire mess an opportunity, a
precipice of a major transformation?
What if this hurt and pain leads to
great awakening and change (as it
is so eloquently being dubbed on
social media)?
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wrote this chilling paragraph that
really resonated with me:
“If I had the power I would
provisionally close all synagogues
for a hundred years. Do not tremble
at the thought of it, Jewish heart.
What would happen? Jews and
Jewesses without synagogues,
desiring to remain such, would
be forced to concentrate on a
Jewish life and a Jewish Home.
The Jewish officials connected with
the synagogue would have to look
to the only opportunity now open
to them – to teach young and old
how to live a Jewish life and how to
build a Jewish home.”

The Torah teaches us that there’s a
reason we’ve been placed on this
Earth. We all have our unique and
collective missions to fulfil. Escaping
our homes is the antithesis of our
existence. It is our responsibility
to do our part in transforming this
jungle like world into a beautiful,
peaceful, luscious garden.

We have the opportunity to reintroduce G-d, spirituality, belief in
something greater than us to our
children and our families. Living
our lives with a sense of meaning,
purpose and morality, our children
will hopefully behave decently and
honestly, not because of fear of the
policeman who they can outsmart,
but because there is a higher
being and if G-d is the creator then
everything and everyone deserves
the utmost respect.

With obviously no knowledge of
the coronavirus, in the late 1800s
Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch

Or we can deprive our children and
our families of a relationship with
G-d, proclaim that reverence as

TIMES

With all of modern day’s supposed
forward-thinking openness,
freedom, and equality, without a
connection to something greater
than ourselves the results are
what we’re seeing - a society
that, for all its technological and
scientific advances, lacks respect
for one another. We created our
own biased sense of justice where
our ‘rights’ take precedence over
someone else’s life; deciding who
is ‘worth’ more.
During the past two centuries,
society has taken giant leaps
of progress in terms of the
advancement of the sciences
and technology. We’ve done
extraordinary things in our role
as ‘partners’ with the Earth in so
many areas that make our lives
longer, better, healthier and more
comfortable. And yes, we must
congratulate ourselves for it.
Perhaps that’s what we were asked
to do when Adam and Even on their
first day in the Garden of Eden were
told: “to work it and to guard it”.
We’ve “worked it” quite well.
(Maybe too much?)
But we also need to “guard it”, to
protect its timeless moral truths, as
handed down to us.
I’m hopeful we will use this time to
be like Salesman Two and grab this
opportunity with two hands, plant
our feet on the ground, and get
down to the work of making sure
that the values we have been gifted,
particularly the value on all human
life, including those who might
not look, think, or feel like us, are
respected and restored in society.
I think a good start can be in our
homes..!

SMACHOT @ ARK CENTRE
At ARK Centre, we love a good party! Before we found ourselves
is insolation we celebrated some truly fabulous Bar and Bat Mitzvot
at ARK Centre. These milestones, along with a Call Up, Wedding, Baby
Naming, Bris, Upsherin, or special birthday are times of joy and bring
such meaning to our lives. We believe Judaism should be inclusive and
welcoming and our approach to each and every simcha reflects that.
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SMACHOT @ ARK CENTRE
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PROFILE:
TUNNI FOGELGARN
Tunni has been playing music for years and has been involved
at ARK Centre, on and off, for some time. Recently he has started
to take a much more active role as Chazzan and in sharing his
incredible musical talents with our community. As we look forward
to seeing Tunni around even more in the future, we wanted to take
the opportunity to let you know more about him.
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PROFILE: TUNNI FOGELGARN

Tell us a little bit about
yourself
Netanel Fogelgarn | Raised
in St Kilda East | Family of 10
boys, I’m the 5th

What drew you to
ARK Centre?
ARK Centre is such an
inclusive and caring
environment I just want to
keep coming back. I love
working alongside Rabbi
Gabi, Lisa and Gila and am so
grateful for them. ARK Centre
makes you feel like you’re a
part of something bigger and
for the greater good which is
really special. Over the years
I’ve been involved my role has
expanded and I have been
lucky enough to be offered
more opportunities. Everyone

is incredibly generous and
shares a common goal to try
to reach our potential as a
team and community.

What’s the best part
about your job?
Working at the ARK allows
me to connect with people
through prayer and music
which ignites love and
inspiration. Call me old
fashioned but to me, that’s
timeless.

If you weren’t a musician
and chazzan, what
would you be?
I think teaching is something I
would end up doing, naturally.
I love working with people
who come from all walks of
life, to bring people together
and enjoy a mutual love of
music. Being part of someone’s
journey, helping them to
discover what they’re capable
of, to see the change in them –
that’s pretty remarkable.

Who are you inspired by?
Edition 8 | August 2020

Inspiration can be quite
complex and is multi-layered.
I’m not sure there is ever
one person or thing that
I can definitively say was
the core of my inspiration
for a particular piece or
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gig. Inspiration is always
happening and everyone and
everything is contributing.

What’s something the
ARK Centre community
would be surprised to
know about you?
Separate from the work I
do with the ARK, I am also
a music teacher and I play,
sing and write for 5 different
bands. I also play bass for an
artist who featured on Triple J
Unearthed.

What do you get up to
in your spare time?
I play and make music, hang
out with my friends and my
partner, rehearse with bands…
The usual things but with lots
of music!

What something
interesting you
discovered during ‘iso’?
Humans have the ability to
behave humbly, and for the
greater good of others, when
truly needed.

What’s your biggest
pet peeve?
I’m a big kid at heart. I follow
the rules but I don’t always
like it...

PROGRAMS @
ARK CENTRE
Hebrew Courses @ ARK Centre
Members of our community were telling us for some time that they wanted
access to more Hebrew courses via ARK Centre. We have been pleased to
deliver some great selections to those seeking to broaden their skills in this area.
INTRODUCTION TO
CONVERSATIONAL
HEBREW
In February 2020
we commenced our
first Introduction to
Conversational Hebrew
course on Tuesday evenings.
Under the guidance of
truly wonderful teacher,
Natalie Mittelman, participants were starting to learn the
fundamentals and were making great progress.

LEARN TO READ HEBREW
For many of us, the need to read Hebrew doesn’t crop
up every day. There are certain times, however, when
we feel it would be really useful. Following along in the
Haggadah over Pesach, following the Machzor over
Rosh Hashanah, following the Siddur during a loved
one’s Bar Mitzvah or Call Up.
Over the last year Rabbi Gabi has developed and honed
an approach to help you learn to read Hebrew in a
matter of weeks. The course is designed for people
who have little or no Hebrew reading ability and takes
participants through the key components of identifying
letters, the different vowels and sounds and so on.
With thanks to NJOP (National Jewish Outreach
Program) for the provision of work books to facilitate
this course.

We look forward to resuming the course for a
new crop of beginners and for those who wish, to
continue learning and honing their conversational skills

If you would like to know
more about these or any
of our upcoming courses,
please contact the office via
office@arkcentre.com.au

Numbers are capped to ensure that the group is
cohesive and can learn at a similar pace.

TIMES
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Learn to Read Hebrew is a 10 week course and some
choose to continue on after that.

The students welcomed Nat’s approach to teaching
and enjoyed coming into ARK Centre each week to
for their classes. The crew made great progress even
when they needed to finish off the term via Zoom
instead of in person.
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B’Nei Mitzvah Program
In 2020 we were fortunate to receive
a grant from the Erdi Foundation for
the development and delivery of
our B’Nei Mitzvah Program. While
our plans were restricted due to
what transpired with the COVID-19
pandemic, we remain focused
on expanding the reach of our
Program and encourage anyone
who has questions or queries, who
knows someone who might be
interested, to get in touch with us.
We have absolutely no pre-requisite
requirements for participation in our
Program - other than a willingness
to participate and eagerness to
broaden the mind.
ARK Centre’s B’Nei Mitzvah Program
is designed by Rebbetzin Mushka
who has evolved the sessions to be
the ideal combination of activities
for this community’s emerging
generation. She, together with Rabbi
Gabi, deliver a range of different
activities that relate to particular
aspects of our Jewish lives.
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Over two terms, participants have
a session with a Sofer (scribe), go
on the now famous Kosher tour,
learn about recycling and Tikkun
Olam (repairing the world), hear
from indigenous Australians and
refugees, talk with Police officers,
enjoy a Chocolate Seder to name
just a few of the ways their young
minds are engaged. Our Program
sees boys and girls together for the
majority of activities. One exception
is when the boys tie-dye tzitit and
the girls visit the mikveh.
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been exposed to the core tenets
of Modern Orthodox Judaism and,
as such, has a solid foundation to
work with after they graduate from
B’Nei Mitzvah and move towards
Bar and Bat Mitzvah.
And importantly, it doesn’t end
there! Rabbi Gabi and Rebbetzin
Mushka hold a number of events
each year for the Post B’Nei cohort.
This provides opportunities to
come together, do something for
charity (like packing food boxes)
and stay connected.
The 2019 B’Nei Mitzvah Program
culminated in a wonderful
graduation ceremony where
parents and loved ones kvelled
over the achievements of their
B’Nei Mitzvah graduates. Everyone
who participated shared some of
their thoughts and highlights and
each spoke from the heart making
it a beautiful ceremony for all.
The 2020 Program was off
to a great start in Term 1. The
B’Nei crew were engaged and
thoroughly enjoying their activities.
Unfortunately, toward the end
of the Term we suspended the
sessions as we all retreated into
isolation. Fortunately, at the time
of publication we are planning the
resumption of B’Nei much to the
excitement of everyone involved.
Things will need to be slightly
different to ensure everyone’s
safety, but nothing will detract from
what ARK Centre B’Nei Mitzvah
Program is all about.

The ethos of the Program is such
that these pre-Bar and Bat Mitzvah
participants can hear, see and
learn a range of Jewish subjects
and ideas. The extent to which a
concept resonates with each, is
personal to the individual. What
remains fundamentally important is
that by the end of the B’Nei Mitzvah
experience, each young person has

To learn more email office@arkcentre.com.au or visit our website
www.thearkcentre.org.au

TIMES

Orthodox Conversion @ ARK Centre
Our journey with ARK Centre
began around five years ago. We
were introduced to the community
through a close relative and we felt
an immediate connection to the
core values of the Centre. From the
very first moment we walked into
the Centre, we resonated with its
relatability, inclusiveness, diversity
and ruach.

By Ash Shenker & Ivana Krsteska

halachah, and its meaningful
application through a mixture of
theoretical and practical learning
opportunities.

Not only were we made to feel
incredibly welcome at the time, but
we could clearly feel the community
spirit and knew it was something we
wanted to be a part of.

Under the tutelage of Rabbi Gabi
and Rebbetzin Mushka, we have
thoroughly enjoyed exploring a
wide range of topics including
Torah studies, prayer and blessings,
Mitzvot and Jewish history,
amongst many others. Finding
the connections between the
various aspects of Jewish life has
been a wonderful, eye-opening
experience for us.

As time passed, our appreciation
and curiosity towards Judaism
grew and we wanted to further
our understanding of the
religion and culture. ARK Centre
offers a wholesome Orthodox
Conversion Program that provides
the opportunity to deepen our
understanding of Jewish life and

In accordance to the Jewish proverb
‘teach a child according to his
way’, the program has allowed
for personalisation, where each
participant progresses at their own
pace and in their own time. The
ARK program recognises that no
two journeys are the same and has
effectively built upon our existing

knowledge and practice of Judaism.
Throughout our time with ARK
Centre, we have participated in a
number of meaningful events, from
celebrating Rosh Hashanah at the
Kaltmann’s home and Lag B’Omer at
a community bonfire, to volunteering
our time for the worthwhile
organisation Our Village Kitchen and
participating in a thought-provoking
debate on Tisha B’Av.
As we experienced each event,
alongside our studies and practice,
we have developed a stronger
connection to Orthodox Judaism
and strengthened relationships
within the community. About a year
ago, we transitioned our already
Jewish home to being a fully
Kosher one and we take absolute
pleasure in hosting Shabbat and
Chagim for our family and friends.

We look forward to celebrating
many more Smachot and Chagim
with the ARK Centre community in
years to come.
TIMES
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Rabbi Gabi and Rebbetzin Mushka
make the Conversion Program at
the ARK relevant to people from all
walks of life through an inclusive
and nurturing environment. We’ve
been very appreciative of their
mentorship and guidance, and the
role they continue to play in our
ongoing journey.
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KEEP IN TOUCH
With so many ways to communicate these days,
we’re conscious not to bombard or overload you.
To make sure you always know what’s going on,
we have a number of different ways for you to
connect with us, so we can connect with you.

Weekly Newsletter
Each Thursday we email our newsletter with what’s coming up, what’s going on
as well as a thought-provoking message from Rabbi Gabi and any pertinent news
from around the community. If you don’t yet receive our newsletter contact the office
or head to our website and sign up at the bottom of the home page.

ARK Centre Website
www.thearkcentre.com.au
Here you’ll find a central repository of information. Find out about our approach
to weddings, read about our B’Nei Mitzvah Program, pay for your membership
via our secure portal, see what events are coming up, find out about ARK Centre
as conference and event venue... and much more.

ARK Catering Website
www.arkcatering.com.au
Whether it be a corporate lunch, a conference or a Shabbat meal you can view
all the delicious menu items at our dedicated ARK Catering website.

Social Media
We post weekly menus, video messages, event reminders and some great pictures too
Edition 8 | August 2020

@arkcentre1
@arkcatering1
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@arkcentre
@ark_catering

HIGH HOLY DAYS
2020
At the time of going to print, COVID-19 regulations are still changing constantly and we cannot
be sure what restrictions will be in place by the High Holy Days. Our aim and hope are that it
will be the same as previous years.
We are 100% committed to delivering the kind of services our community has come to know
and love just as we have each year. We may need to run different services at different times in
order to comply with number restrictions, depending on what they will be. We have various
contingency plans in place to ensure everyone’s health and safety, but the warmth you feel,
the sermons you enjoy and the singing you love will all be the same.
As we get closer to Rosh Hashanah, and we have clarity on the situation, we will provide
detailed information on how services will run, how your safety will be managed, how we will
proceed in accordance with any limitations on numbers. The information at this time will also
include start and finish times of each service.
To keep up to date please sign up to our newsletter. Also you can head to our website to find
out more. We will communicate all updates including last minute changes via these channels,
unless of course it is a Shabbat or Yom Tov. Should you wish to speak with the Rabbi or a
member of the team please contact the office via office@arkcentre.com.au or phone 8658 4044

ROSH HASHANAH

YOM KIPPUR

Friday 18 September

Sunday 27 September

Monday 28 September

Erev Rosh Hashanah

Kol Nidre

Yom Kippur

Candle Lighting 5:55pm

Candle Lighting /
Fast Commences 6:03pm

Holiday Ends /
Fast Concludes 7:01pm

Saturday 19 September
First Day Rosh Hashanah
Candle Lighting 6:53pm

SUCCOT

Sunday 20 September

Friday 2 October

Second Day Rosh Hashanah

Erev Succot

Holiday Ends 6:54pm

Candle Lighting 6:07pm
Saturday 3 October
First Day Succot

SIMCHAT TORAH

Candle Lighting 7:06pm
Sunday 11 October

Sunday 4 October

Shemini Atzeret /
Erev Simchat Torah

Simchat Torah

Second Day Succot

Holiday Ends 8:14pm

Holiday Ends 8:07pm

Candle Lighting 8:13pm

Note that DST has been turned on

TIMES
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Saturday 10 October
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ARK CATERING
the need for those boxes. Orders kept coming in
from the community around the ARK as well other
neighbourhoods such as Bentleigh and Brighton
and anywhere between. We didn’t want to say no to
anyone, but we were starting to run out of supplies!
The kitchen was koshered by Rabbi Gabi and we
quickly moved into cooking mode. The ARK team was
supported by some extra family members who lent a
helping hand to begin packing all of the boxes. By the
time delivery day came round, there was not a spare
inch of bench space in our kitchen without a box on it!

It’s not possible to start without stating the obvious; it
has been and remains, a challenging time for everyone
and ARK Catering is no different. The year started very
well with big events both in and out of the Centre.
There were a number of Bar and Bat Mitzvahs
celebrations at ARK Centre, quite a few kiddush
sponsorships and regular corporate events during the
working week, again both in and out of the Centre.
We were stretched to our limits for quite some time
before COVID-19 happened and then suddenly
everything stopped. Just two weeks before Pesach we
found ourselves with more time on our hands and a lot
of uncertainty. We quickly realised there would be no
Second Night Communal Seder at ARK Centre this year.
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Pesach is one of those times of year where the family
and community get together around a table full of
food and togetherness. So we thought, how can we
help everyone have as much of the ‘normal’ Seder as
possible, whilst still keeping as safe as possible. And
that’s how the ‘Seder-In-A-Box’ idea came to be.
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We were able to provide Seder Boxes that included
a three course meal as well as all of the elements of
the Seder plate, and an actual Seder plate as well.
Thankfully we were able to do it even at a time when
getting ingredients from our Kosher suppliers was very
difficult due to the panic buying that was going on.
With a small team of ARK staff, who had to be in
complete isolation in order for this operation to
succeed, it was a real challenge. As soon as we started
taking orders, we realised that we had underestimated
TIMES

Deliveries went out on the road in three different cars
filled with Seder Boxes, and arrived at their very happy
and appreciative customers, who all said how great the
service was. We were thrilled to be able to provide this
for the community during such a time.
It was only natural to keep this service going with
the introduction of Shabbat Boxes soon after Pesach

finished. We advertised our Shabbat Boxes in the ARK
weekly newsletter as well as on social media to reach
non ARK members. The idea of ordering Shabbat
dinner without leaving the house for shopping was
received with open arms and the response was great.
Something which was really impressive was the
response from the community to the ‘Pay it Forward’
initiative, which was overwhelmingly generous. The
number of people who wanted to participate and
donate a Shabbat Box to someone who was doing
it tough during this complicated time was amazing.
The ARK team felt very privileged to be able to be
in a place where we were able to provide families
and individuals with a sense of connection to our
community and a feeling of ‘we are here to look after
one another’.
At a time where many people were let go by their
work places and left with the uncomfortable feeling
of seeming unneeded, we had the truly humbling
experience of feeling needed more than ever. We
were able to provide a link between the community
members who wanted to help others, and the
community members who needed that help. At times
like these just to be ‘useful’ and play your part in the
community without ego and not for any glory, simply
helping fellow humans, is a very special feeling.
So I would like to take this opportunity to say thank
you to The ARK’s community for their generosity and
support during this difficult time. By keeping the Centre
and the team operating we have been able to make
a positive difference in people’s lives and provide a
sense of community in a time of isolation. Thank you to
all the people who donated those meals and thank you
to the people who made the connections to those who
needed those meals. I would especially like to mention
Lisa Naphtali, Rabi Gabi, Francis Flood from our team
and Romy Bursztyn from Our Village Kitchen, who all
worked behind the scenes to raise the donations and
provide us with the destinations. Without you we could
not have done it.
As we start to get back to some sort of normality, I
would like to give a brief outline of what we are planning
on focusing on in the near future at ARK Catering.

With the corporate
world slowly
coming back to life,
we are back with
a new fresh menu
and new ways
of operating in a
COVID-19 compliant
manner. We have
already started
to receive orders
and bookings for
corporate meetings,
but we need more
to be able to sustain
our operation, so
if you need any
catering or are able
to recommend us
to someone who
might be interested, we will be very appreciative of your
recommendation of ARK Catering. The new menu and
pricelist are in this magazine and new menus can always
be found via our social media.
All our food is now in individual packaging in accordance
with personal hygiene and social distancing guidelines,
enabling corporate catering for meetings. We run a
compliant and hygienic operation, and can deliver
corporate catering anywhere within a 10km radius of
ARK Centre including the CBD. Just so you know, for
Shabbat Boxes, we deliver all over.
Your orders will help greatly in getting our local supply
chain back in business. We are making a big effort
to make sure everything we buy is Australian made,
including local fresh produce and packaging, as well as
all other necessities supporting small local businesses.
We all share the common goal of getting local
businesses back into gear and helping our economy
launch back into action.
With hope for better times and good health for
everyone, I would like to thank you again for all the
support and wish you all a great year of growth ahead.
Dan Woltema (Chef Dan)
Head chef – ARK Catering
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The Shabbat Boxes are still running with a new menu
every week to keep it interesting and delicious for your
Shabbat dinners. If you can have the family over or just
don’t feel like cooking we would like to make it easier
for you to put on a delicious and affordable Shabbat
dinner with all the usual Shabbat favourites, plus some
new and interesting dishes inspired by local fresh
produce and delicious Israeli flavours. You can add any
of our Deli Menu items to your Shabbat Box and make
it an even more plentiful table or just fill the fridge up
with delicious food for the week ahead.

them and others
who could use
some good food to
build their spirits.

Likewise, we still have many families in our community
who could use a helping hand. So your donations to
Pay it Forward really help us to be able to support
TIMES
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WINTER LAMB RECIPE
This Winter Lamb recipe is really simple and will make a good pot, or slow cooker, full of
hearty soft lamb and vegetables full of flavour for the whole family or for a few nights’ dinner.
In Israel, the way we cook at home is all in big pots. You always make more than you
need and that big pot goes into the fridge and you either take a bit out every day until it’s
finished or you just give the rest to your family or neighbours knowing they’ll do the same
for you.
As the recipe suggests, you can use any cut of lamb, or beef if you prefer, for a slow cook
or roast. Get whatever is available at the butcher (or on special), you cannot go wrong with
this recipe!

INGREDIENTS:

METHOD:

• 2kg lamb shoulder or leg or shank or
diced.

• In a large pot (preferably cast iron or
at least one with a thick base), heat
the oil and add the meat.

• 2 onions diced roughly
• 2 cloves of garlic chopped rough or
whole
• 2 carrots cut in big chunks
• 3 stalks of celery cut in big chunks
• 1 large fennel roughly chopped
(optional)
• 2 Parsnips – roughly chopped
(optional)
• 500ml red wine
• 2 table spoons of tomato paste
• 1L chicken or beef stock
• 1 cup canola and olive oil mix
SPICE MIX:
• 1 tsp sweet paprika
• 1 tsp turmeric
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• 1 tsp cumin
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• 2 star anise
• 2 bay leaves
• 2 tsp salt
• Pinch of Black pepper
• 2 table spoon brown sugar

TIMES

• Brown all meat and add the
vegetables in the same order as the
list of ingredients above. This gives
every vegetable a chance to get a bit
of hot oil on them and some colour. If
you’re using a slow cooker, brown off
in a pan and then transfer meat and
vegetables into the slow cooker.
• Mix the spices together in a separate
bowl.
• Add the spice mix to the pot, mixing
it well and letting the oil warm them
up to release the flavours.
• Add the tomato paste and stir
through. It’s ok if it gets a bit stuck to
the bottom of the pot or pan for a bit,
just make sure it doesn’t stay there
and burn for too long.
• Add the red wine and stir with
scraping the bottom of the pot to
release all the good flavours that got
stuck there. This will help make sure
it will not burn later.
• Add the stock and bring to the boil.
Add more water to cover if needed.

• Cover with the lid and leave to cook
for about 2.5 hours on low flame.
• If you’re using a slow cooker, leave
for 6-8 hours in the slow cooker
(depends on the cooker - some are
really slow...)
• You can also place the pot in an
oven at 100c for 2.5 hours if the pot
handles are oven safe.
• Check that the meat is very soft
before turning it off. As soon as the
meat is soft it’s ready!
• Serve with rice, potatoes or just
some crusty bread on the side.
Enjoy!

ARK
CATERING
SHABBAT DINNER BOX
You can enjoy Ark Catering at home for Shabbat dinner.
Basic box
• 2 course meal including
• Main meal
• Fresh salad
• Dessert
• One small challah
2 person box $55
$25 for additional person
Premium box
• 3 course meal including
• Soup
• Main meal
• Fresh salad
• Dessert
• 2 x small challahs
• Grape juice and candles

ORDERING:
catering@arkcentre.com.au
Ordering available until Thursday
12pm or until sold out
Free delivery for Premium
boxes when ordered before
4pm Wednesday.

2 person box $75
$35 for additional person
Additional options:
Soup $6 per serve
Matzah balls $4 per serve
Kids meals $10 - weekly specials
See our deli menu for additional menu items
Menus are announced weekly on our socials
Join our mailing list to keep in the loop
@arkcatering1

@ark_catering

arkcatering.com.au

ARK
CATERING

Morning / Afternoon Tea (GF & Vegan options available)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corporate
Catering Menu

Muffins – caramelised apple and cinnamon or wild berry & dark chocolate.
Soft centred brownies
Sticky date puddings
Muesli slice
Scrolls – cinnamon or chocolate
Mini Bagels – spinach egg & zattar, frittata & tomato, smoked salmon & cucumber.
Mini quiche with seasonal fillings
Pastries mushroom or spinach
Mini sausage roll
Fresh Fruit cups
Fresh veggie sticks & house dips
Green Falafel balls

Pitas (GF & Vegan options available)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Roast beef w/ chimichurri sauce
Meatballs w/ house-made BBQ sauce
Chicken schnitzel w/ spiced pumpkin aioli coleslaw & pickles
Slow cooked lamb w/ smoky eggplant & pomegrante
BBQ chicken w/ red cabbage salad & tahina
Koftas w/BBQ tomato & onion salad, spiced mango chutney & tahina
Burger w/ lettuce, tomato, caramelised onion & garlic aioli
Vegetarian
Falafel, tahini, chilli relish, cucumber & tomato
Eggplant Sabich, bolied egg, tomato & spiced mango tahina.
Baked cauliflower & chickpeas stew
Fish – spiced Moroccan fish and chickpeas

Hot meals
•
•
•
•
•

Lamb ragout with turmeric rice
Beef sinia with couscous
Chicken with Galili spice turmeric rice
Moroccan spiced fish with couscous
Green Falafel with chickpea & almond stew (V, VG)

Standard salads
•
•
•
•

Broccoli & green bean salad
Green salad with cucumber, tomato & roasted seeds
Broccoli & cauliflower coleslaw with smoked almonds
Fruit platter

Premium salads (GF options available*)

• Turmeric rice, puy lentils, caramelized onion, spinach, currants & roast cauliflower (VG)
• Freekeh, roast pumpkin, caramelized onion, almonds, parsley, pomegranate, tahina dressing (VG)
• Burghul, chickpeas, roast cauliflower, zucchini, spring onion and parsley (VG)
Add your choice of protein @ $4 pp
• Spiced lamb, BBQ chicken or falafel
*Quinoa is substituted for grains for GF options

ARK
CATERING

Corporate Catering Menu
Price list

Morning / Afternoon Tea Packages

Standard Salads

All meals are individually packed until further notice

•
•
•
•

Individual serves.
Minimum 5 servings per order
Main meal size
Side salad size

Select of 2 - $6 pp
Select of 3 - $8 pp
Select of 4 - $10 pp
or $3 per piece

Complete Lunch Pita Package

Premium Salads

Simply let us know how many people to cater for and Individual serves.
we will provide a variety of pita pockets.
Minimum 5 servings per order
Main meal size
Package 1
$14pp Side salad size
3 pita pockets
Side salad or fruit platter

DRINKS

Individual juices 350ml

Package 2

$16pp Individual waters 600ml

3 pita pockets
Side salad
Fruit platter

$11
$7

$4
$3

Disposable plates, forks & serviettes available
$2pp
(biodegradable)
Please notify us in advance of any allergies
Gluten free options available

OR

Choose your own fillings
Minimum 5 units per filling

Also available: finger food menu, grazing
tables & buffets for functions.

We serve 3 pita per person
Choose 2 fillings - $13.50 pp (3 pitas)
Choose 3 fillings - $14 pp
Choose 4 fillings - $14.50 pp

ORDERING

Within 5km radius of Ark Catering Minimum $75 per order
$5 delivery fee

OR
$5 per pita, minimum 5 units per filling

Hot Meals

$8.50
$5

$14.50 pp

Individual serves.
Minimum 5 servings per order

Beyond 5km radius of Ark Catering Minimum of $100 per order
Delivery fee on application
Prices current as of June 2020

TO ORDER CALL 8658 4044
EMAIL CATERING@ARKCENTRE.COM.AU
ARKCATERING.COM.AU
Ark Catering. 7 Cato Street, East Hawthorn VIC 3123. ABN 51 072 960 296

PASTORAL CARE
@ ARK CENTRE
Pastoral Care is a hallmark of any communal organisation.
And for a very good reason: at the centre of all we are, all we do,
the reason we exist is for the people who comprise our community.

This year, Pastoral Care has
been more important than
ever before. Perhaps our
greatest role as a Community
Centre has been, and
continues to be, to support our
members and friends through
the most trying of times.

to get in touch with us.

We typically refer to Pastoral
Care as being a service for
those who are unwell, are
elderly or isolated, have
recently added a new
baby to their family, have
experienced the loss of a
loved one or are struggling
in some way. Lately, that
sense of struggle has been
true for almost all of us. And
for those who were suffering
in some way before isolation,
then the need is even greater.
The key message for our
community is that we are
here for you and the people
you care about most.

Traditionally, Pastoral Care
in the Jewish community is
a service delivered by the
Rabbi. For some, there can
be a hesitation in reaching
out to their communal
leader. What could he know
about my life? What if he
realises I’m not frum? Will he
understand what I’m going
through? What sets rabbis
apart is their ability to support
someone without prejudice,
without judgement and with
a lot of care and compassion.
And that is an approach we
very much endorse and
deliver at ARK Centre.

Should you need assistance
in any way, or know someone
who does, we encourage you

Rabbi Gabi is not your typical
Rabbi. Of specific relevance
to the area of Pastoral Care

For some it might be a chat
on the phone, for others a
visit (when possible) and for
others still it might be making
an arrangement to have
delicious Kosher food homedelivered.

is that he holds a Masters in
Social Work. He has worked
with a wide range of people
facing a myriad of different
challenges during the course
of his training. He brings
that experience to every
interaction he has with our
community.
Alongside Rabbi Gabi we
have a number of trained
volunteers who assist with
phone calls and visits. While
we cannot offer home visits
currently, we plan to resume
when it is safe to do so.
Our team in the office has
experience in the area and
are ready to help however
possible.
For any Pastoral Care
enquiries please contact
the office on 8658 4044 or
via office@arkcentre.com.au.
Your enquiry will be received
with compassion and any
information you provide will
be treated with the strictest
confidence.
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OUT AND ABOUT
WITH RABBI GABI

Tomorrow Man Event

With Premier Dan Andrews and former
Prime Minister Julia Gillard
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With Ronit Fraid at JNF Event
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Rabbi Gabi Leading an RCV Panel
Discussion

TIMES

Rabbi Gabi loves a chat,
and has elevated that
love to an art form in the
way he is always on the
move. He’s out meeting
people, chatting to them,
listening to their stories,
whether happy, sad or
troubled and brings his
unique compassion and
empathy to each one. Even
in isolation Rabbi Gabi
was not to be stopped.
He pivoted very quickly
to phone calls and Zoom
throughout this time. His
determination to create
and foster relationships, far
and wide, speaks volumes
about his ethos of building
bridges between people
and communities.

With Pauline Rockman, President of the
Holocaust Museum

Rabbi Gabi with Fellow Elders on the
Parkville Elders Council

With Nina Taylor MP at The Unveiling
Of an Indigenous Mural

Welcoming Representatives of the
Chinese Community

Rabbi Gabi at the Christchurch Massacre Memorial Event

Spiritual Health AGM

With John Kennedy MP at
his 1st Year Celebration

Mezzuzah Hanging with Paul
Hamer MP

Interfaith Schools Event

With Paul Valentine at
Jewish Holocaust Centre

With Hillel Neuer, UN Watch
Executive and Lady Cowen

With Pat Dodson MP,
Josh Burns MP and
Jennifer Huppert
President of the JCCV

Australian Friends of Tel Aviv
University Event

With Andy Chrapot, Jack Chrapot,
Jessie Shen & Rozanna Nazar

In Lively Conversation with
Danny Pearson MP
New Huge Kosher Section at Woolworths
East Hawthorn

Preventing Violence Breakfast

Rabbi Gabi at Erasmus
School.

Donating School Supplies for
Bushfire Relief

TIMES
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At Naomi’s Bat Mitzvah
Party

Lighting Chanukah Candles at State Parliament
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VOLUNTEERS
Much of what you have read about through
the pages of this magazine couldn’t have
happened without the band of dedicated
volunteers who ensure that every event, class,
guest speaker or chag goes ahead seamlessly.
As you would expect, there is a lot of work that
goes on in the background to ensure success.
Our volunteers have stepped up even more
during the Covid-19 crisis, making sure that
everyone in the community has received at
least one phone call to see how they’re doing,
making sure they don’t need anything, be it a
meal or a call from Rabbi Gabi. It’s a task that
everyone threw themselves into to make sure
our ARK community is as ok as it could be in
our current times.
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There are a range of volunteering groups at
ARK Centre. Those who help devise, plan and
execute events, those who provide security
and those who deliver pastoral care services.

34
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The need for security at a Jewish Community
Centre like ours is unquestionable, and we
are always looking for additional people
to volunteer their time for this vital work.
Our security team, led by Theo Axarlis, are
all trained by CSG. If you are interested in
becoming a part of our Volunteer security
team please get in touch with the office.
Our pastoral care team ensures that anybody
who needs some assistance receives it.
Everyone involved in pastoral care tells us
that their visits are very rewarding, and they
feel they are really making a difference.

ARK CENTRE BOARD
MEMBERS, MANAGEMENT
TEAM & MAJOR DONORS
BOARD MEMEBERS

Terry Better

Ross Goldsmith

Gretchen Grodski

Lionel Krongold

David Mandel

Michael Naphtal

Rabbi Gabi Kaltmann

Rebbetzin Mushka Kantor Kaltmann

Lisa Naphtali

Gila Germon

Tunni Fogelgarn

Donna Kallenbach			

Jeff Shenker

ARK CENTRE TEAM

Dan Woltema			

ARK CENTRE THANKS OUR MAJOR DONORS:
•	Lynda & David Mandel

•	State Government of Victoria

•	Debbie & Graham Goldsmith

•	Naphtali Family

•	Anonymous

•	Edith Greiman Family

•	Bettina & Andrew Schwartz

•	Marian & Lionel Krongold Family

•	Marilyn & Phillippe Zimet
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•	Erdi Foundation

Special Thanks:
To the Caulfield Hebrew Congregation for the ongoing loan of a Sefer Torah
To Michael Fetter of Tisher Liner FC Law Solicitors as honorary solicitor
To Dan Feldman of HR Legal for HR Legal Advice
All the advertisers and supporters of this publication
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As the world has adjusted to the global crisis of
COVID-19, so too has Our Village Kitchen.

OUR

With the growing demand for food assistance from
families in our community, we had to pivot and
find a way to provide fast relief to those doing it
toughest. Through collaborating with other food
relief and support organisations in the community
we soon found our niche.

Did you know?

We adapted our original model of making meals
with the help of our volunteers in the Ark Centre, to
organising boxes full of fruit, vegetables, eggs, milk
and pantry items to be delivered direct to families
going through crisis. Each fortnight, over 100 boxes
have been delivered to the doors of Jewish Care
recipients and to C Care. We also enlisted the help
of the Ark’s wonderful chef Dan, who said "I feel
very privileged to be able to serve the comunity
during these hard times together with the great
team from Our Village Kitchen". We are grateful for
the delicious soups and meals he prepared which
were distributed via C Care.

Since we began in early 2017…
we have held 177 cooking sessions
engaged 3,348 volunteers
provided 11,756 meals
helped 2,612 families
delivered over 500 pantry boxes

School program
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Our Village Kitchen has also adapted our weekly
Bialik College cooking program.
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We have been running digital interactive cooking
sessions on Friday afternoons with students who
have been encouraged to make meals for others in
the spirit of OVK and giving back to the community.

Don’t forget to follow OVK for more updates
our village kitchen
TIMES

ourvillagekitchen

Enjoy one of our favourite OVK recipes
Delicious OVK cheesecake

Ingredients
90 grams butter (melted)
1 ½ packets butternut snap biscuits
3 x 250 grams Philadelphia cheese (softened)
320 grams caster sugar
400 grams sour cream
2 tsp vanilla essence
1 ½ tsp cinnamon
2 eggs
2 tablespoons cornflour

Method
• Preheat oven to 180 degrees and line a 28cm
springform tin.
• Crumb biscuits in a food processor and combine
with melted butter
• Press mixture firmly into springform tin (place
in freezer while making the rest of the cake).
• Beat softened cheese and sugar till smooth.
• Add the sour cream, vanilla and cinnamon.
• Add eggs and cornflour until just blended.
• Pour into the prepared base and bake for 1hr.
• Turn oven off and leave in to cool for an hour
• Run a knife around the sides to loosen and
place in the fridge for a couple of hours
• Remove from tin and transfer to serving platter
• Best served at room temperature!

The OVK team - Emily, Jo, Lani, Lisa & Romy

Your ongoing support

We value the support of the community, not only
those who have volunteered their time in the
kitchen, but those that have donated money to keep
OVK going.

If you would like to make a donation to help,
please contact hello@ourvillagekitchen.com.au
or visit our website and follow the prompts.
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Our current model will continue until we can return
safely back into the Ark kitchen and cook for more

families in need. We are so grateful for the support
of the community and the donations we have
received. Together we can make a real difference.

ourvillagekitchen.com.au
TIMES
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SUPPORT
ARK CENTRE
SUPPORT THE ARK CENTRE LIBRARY FUND …
… by donating $250 to purchase a chair for the Centre Library.
Donations are tax deductible and will be acknowledged on an Honour Board to be
placed prominently in the Centre.
I wish to donate _________ (number) chairs at $250 each = $ ____________ to the ARK
Centre Library Fund.
Please acknowlege ______________________________________________________(name)
on the Honour Board.
Please make cheque out to Auburn Road Centre Library Fund.
DIRECT DEBIT AND CREDIT CARD OPTIONS AVAILABLE

WE REMEMBER…
… those who went before us and enriched our lives. You can
commemorate family members and other loved ones who are no
longer with us by inscribing them on the ARK Centre Yizkor Board.
Please fill in the form below to arrange plaques for those you wish to commemorate.
The cost of $600 includes the plaque, an invitation to a Yahrzeit service each year and
recitation of Kaddish if you are unable to attend.
I wish to donate _________ (number) plaques at $600 each = $ ____________ to the Auburn
Edition 8 | August 2020

Road Centre Inc. to commemorate __________________________________________ (name)

40

on the Yizkor Board.
Please make out cheque to Auburn Road Centre.
DIRECT DEBIT AND CREDIT CARD OPTIONS AVAILABLE

TIMES
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Shana Tova
FROM

PROUD SUPPORTERS OF
THE ARK CENTRE

PLANNING A TRIP?
CALL US FOR A WONDERFUL
PERSONALIZED EXPERIENCE
AT AN UNBEATABLE PRICE
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Mention Rebbetzin Mushka
for a $300 discount off your next
international business class flight
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Email mendel@flightcatch.com.au
Call (03) 8400 4059 | WhatsApp 0435 135 448

TIMES
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Bolder
Success
Together.

16:55

We’re a pragmatic,
service-focused, tax
& accounting practice
that stands out from
the ordinary.
We’re invested in
your future.

K

Advising in four focus areas; tax, audit,
legal (taxation) and superannuation, our
talented team has the expertise and vast
experience to advise our clients without
the restraints of a ‘big business’ presence.
Our clients include many family groups
and medium to large private corporations
operating across a diverse range
of industries.
Call 03 9006 5400 today to see if we
can help you.

Daniel
Allison
& Associates
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—
Learn more at:
daassociates.com.au
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Our People. Your Property.

TIMES
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TIMES
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Level 15, 607 Bourke Street
Melbourne, Victoria 3000
Phone: +61 3 9614 7000
Fax: +61 3 9614 7100

Email: sba@sbalaw.com
Website: www.sbalaw.com

Chairman
Jeffrey Appel OAM
Partners
Sam Bond
Steven Klein
Jeremy Rosenthal
Steven Casper
Richard Moshinsky
Jonathan Hirsh
Andrew Green
Tanya Cross
Greg Monahan
Andrew Schnaider
Cynthia Sica
Joshua Heard
Kelly Powers
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Delivering results
through real estate expertise
Qualitas is Australia’s leading real estate financier and investment
manager. With a 10-year track record, we have invested in a range
of commercial, industrial and residential real estate assets, helped
our partners bring major projects to life and provided investors
with strong, risk-adjusted returns.
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Register for future updates and insights at
qualitas.com.au
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Prepared by Qualitas Securities Pty Ltd (ACN 136 451 128) (Qualitas Securities), holder of Australian Financial Services Licence number 342242.
Qualitas Securities and its related bodies corporate and affiliates constitute the Qualitas group (Qualitas). The information contained herein is for informational
purposes only, does not constitute an offer to issue or arrange to issue financial products, is not financial product advice, and has been prepared without
taking into account the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any particular person.
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APS GROUP is an Australian owned and operated company, operating for more than 26
years, committed to providing quality staffing solutions for clients. Our business support is
24/7 for all clients and candidates.

HIRE FOR CHARACTER – TRAINED FOR SKILLS
APS Group offer employment opportunities for
Temporary | Fixed Contract | Permanent | Executive

1300 APS JOB (1300 277 562)
www.apsgroup.com.au
MELBOURNE l SYDNEY l BRISBANE l ADELAIDE l PERTH

RTO Code: 32394
Calibre delivers training to a variety of businesses throughout Queensland. Specialising in
workplace delivery, allowing clients to focus on running their business with minimal
downtime for training. Tailoring all training packages to suit the individual needs of the
student and the employer!

INVESTING IN PEOPLE THROUGH TRAINING INITIATIVES
Items on scope for training are:Civil Construction (plant/pipe/road)
Plant Tickets/VOCs
Workplace Health and Safety/HSR
Food Processing
Micro Brewing
Forklift licencing & refresher
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Business Services
Leadership and Management
Logistics & Warehousing Operations
Driver Operations
Industry Short Course

1300 CDC AUS (1300 283 287)
www.calibretd.com
QUEENSLAND

TIMES

Renaissance Online Supermarket
offers far more variety than the major online retailers.
With the freshest produce, gourmet deli,
on-site butcher, fish and seafood, plus same day
home delivery,
Renaissance is your local online alternative.

shop@renshop.com.au

TIMES
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www.renshop.com.au
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AU STR ALIA’ S PR E M I E R
DIAM O N D SU PPLI E R

ROUND

CUSHION

SQUARE
CUSHION

RADIANT
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BAGUETTE

PEAR

MARQUISE

OVAL

HEART

THE IVANY FAMILY
P + 6 1 3 9 65 0 2 243
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8/06/2018 3:12 PM

Tune in daily for
affordable and simple
projects broadcast
on Instagram
bunnings
We’ve teamed up with our Bunnings Friends to bring you simple
projects and kids activities to make the most of your time at home.
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ANZ
PROUDLY SUPPORTING
ARK COMMUNITY CENTRE
The team at ANZ are proud to partner with Ark Community
Centre. We believe in a personalised service. We give every client
a dedicated Relationship Manager who will listen to you, and take
the time to understand your business and your goals.
KINGSLEY OLDFIELD
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Senior Relationship Manager
M. +61 434 601 555
E. kingsley.oldfield@anz.com
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anz.com
Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited (ANZ) ABN 11 005 357 522.
Item No. 96725 06.2019 WX233211
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KRONCARE

▪
▪
▪

▪

FOR OVER 60 YEARS, KRONGOLD HAS BUILT A REPUTATION AS MELBOURNE’S PREMIUM QUALITY
BUILDER.
THE SAME COMMITMENT AND PROFESSIONALISM IS SHOWN WHEN KRONCARE MAINTENANCE
OVERSEE YOUR PROPERTY REPAIRS.
ALONG WITH OUR TEAM OF HIGHLY SKILLED CRAFTSMEN, KRONCARE MAINTENANCE HAVE
PARTNERED WITH SOME OF MELBOURNE’S ELITE COMPANIES TO DELIVER A FULL SERVICE AND ADVICE
FOR ALL YOUR REPAIRS, RESTORATIONS AND INSURANCE CLAIMS.
BE ASSURED KRONCARE MAINTENANCE WILL DELIVER A COMPLETE SOLUTION FOR YOUR RESIDENTIAL,
COMMERCIAL AND STRATA MANAGED PROPERTIES.
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KRONCARE MAINTENANCE
MOB: 0457 333 558
EMAIL: maintenance@krongoldgroup.com
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With 85 years of experience, we
open doors to new opportunities
We are passionate about the work that we do and the
milestones that we have helped our clients to achieve

We provide all the services any business needs to be certain
about its past performance & confident about its future.

Assurance
& Advisory

Business
Advisory

Corporate
Finance

Private Client
& Wealth
Management

Sustainability

Tax
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ShineWing Australia are the proud auditors of ARK Centre.

Mainland China | Egypt | Germany | Hong Kong | India | Indonesia | Japan
Malaysia | Pakistan | Singapore | Taiwan | Thailand | United Kingdom

2005_ARK full page ad.indd 2
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shinewing.com.au

29/05/2020 9:03:03 AM
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WAKS WIGS
The Wig Specialist
Spoil yourself, or get a loved one to spoil you,
with a luxurious, glamourous human-hair wig.
So you'll always be ready to go out in style!

✆ 0437 572 169
Edition 8 | August 2020

386 Burke Road, Camberwell
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wakswigs@gmail.com
www.wakswigs.com.au

TIMES

Mission: Provide service and leadership in Hawthorn and bordering
lands in Camberwell, Canterbury and Glen Iris in fostering this part of
the world as fair, productive and compassionate.
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03 9882 4088
JohnKennedyMP
John.Kennedy@parliament.vic.gov.au
johnkennedymp.com.au
Authorised by J.Kennedy, 325 Camberwell Road, Camberwell. Funded from Parliamentary Budget.
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Hawthorn
East
Discover
our big
Kosher
range
Hand picked groceries,
now hand delivered to
your car
Have you tried our Pick up Drive thru service at
Woolworths Hawthorn East?
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Simply order online and one of our Personal
Shoppers will hand pick your order, and hand
deliver it straight to your car. Plus, order by 1pm
for same day Pick up that afternoon.

Butcher Shop

Bread baked daily for you

From the deli

Sensational seafood

Our in-store butcher can slice your
selection of 100% Aussie meat.

Our new bakery offers artisan-style bread
and sweet treats every day of the week.

We can slice or shave your meats the way
you like it – thick, thin or shaved.

100% Tasmanian salmon.

HomeCo Hawthorn East, cnr Toorak & Auburn Rds
38337_01_ARK_Hawthorn East_FPA_184x274.indd 1
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22/5/20 12:22 pm
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We listen, we provide solutions, you get results.

We look forward to joining you for a whiskey in person at the other
side of COVID-19 - until then virtual drinks on ZOOM
Some of our team members you may know are:

Dan Feldman

Georgie Chapman

Phoebe Tolich

David Sztrajt

Managing Partner

Partner

Senior Associate

Senior Associate

Anat Hirsh

Rohan Ajzensztat

Brittany Marlow

Senior Associate

Lawyer

Graduate Lawyer

We resolve your employment issues so you can have a “shabbat shalom”.
32 Garden Street
South Yarra, VIC, 3141

03 9948 2450
www.hrlegal.com.au
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-With Compliments-
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Growing
transformational
leaders and organisations
We wish everyone a healthy, happy,
peaceful and prosperous New Year
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orgonomix.com.au
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Architecture
Interior Design
Planning
Urban Design

sjb.com.au | @aboutsjb
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Melbourne | Sydney
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Bayside’s Home of Dentistry
Our dental services will give you
something to smile about!

ONLINE BOOKINGS AVAILABLE

1337 Nepean Hwy
Cheltenham VIC 3192
info@yourdentistree.com.au
Contact us now 9585 8282

With Compliments from the

Pacific Group of Companies
PO BOX 400
SOUTH MELBOURNE, 3205 AUSTRALIA
TELEPHONE: (03) 9695 8700
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Proud supporters of the The Ark Centre
The Tatarka Family
Always striving to support our community organisations
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PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT
& CONSTRUCTION
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94FEET.COM.AU
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Empowering people to lead healthier
lives through HealthTech
We provide a powerful digital
ecosystem ( Health-IQ) which allows
organisations to engage, empower
and reward employees/members
to lead healthier lives.

Digital wellness

ECOSYSTEM
Visit www.healthlogix.com.au
or call 03 9510-6799

Contact Amy Baring
or Debbie Kotton
for all your travel needs
on 9521 5355
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Stephen Shostak | Division Director
Banking and Financial Services Group
Macquarie Group Limited
Level 23, 101 Collins Street
Melbourne, VIC, 3000
T+61 3 9635 8112 I F +61 3 9635 8217
E stephen.shostak@macquarie.com
www.macquarie.com.au

www.alluretravel.com.au
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Dr Barry Teperman
General Family Practice
585 Glenferrie Rd, Hawthorn
OPPOSITE HAWTHORN LIBRARY

tmchawthorn.com.au
Telephone: 9818 1146
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שנה טובה וגמר חתימה טובה
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www.omnico.com.au
TIMES

JNF BLUE BOX
BUILDING A VIABLE AND
SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT FOR
THE RESIDENTS OF ISRAEL'S SOUTH

jnf.org.au

DiffuzeHR delivers a best
practice HR system and the
smarts required to systemize
and simplify, ramp your
professionalism, and
gain proactive control.

diffuzehr.com.au

Premium
Margaret River
wine that’s
Kosher for
Passover
Visit our website for a
retail outlet near you,
or join our K4KosherKlub
for special member pricing,
and free delivery on case buys.

(08) 9755 7402
www.kosherwine.com.au
TIMES
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DiffuzeHR would like to wish
you all a Shana Tova! Happy,
prosperous and healthy
New Year!

1300 563 563
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Are proud to support
this fantastic
ARK Community initiative
www.reddanpg.com.au
Gavin Friedman 0499 000 099
Daniel Kahn 0402 234 345

We buy & sell

ANTIQUES,
MILITARY

COLLECTABLES,
BRIC-A-BRAC
&
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CLOCKS
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Ron Gross –Antique Dealer
M: 0419 337 219
relics5@bigpond.com

TIMES

Business
as usual
Phillippe O Zimet
James Brichko
Specialist Endodontists

“Saving Your Natural Teeth”

Commercial Law
Property Law
IP & Entertainment Law
Level 2, 240 Chapel St, Prahran
9510 9888 sanickilawyers.com.au

www.zimendo.com

We wish you and your
families a healthy and
safe New Year and well
over the fast

Earscan oﬀers personalised independent audiological services
and advice, including hearing aids and assistive technology
to overcome individual communication diﬃculties.
Private clients, Veterans’ Aﬀairs, Pensioners and WorkSafe
Clients welcome.
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POLY LOAKES
PRINCIPAL AUDIOLOGIST & DIRECTOR
467 Toorak Road, Toorak, 3142
M: 0412 414 323
poly@earscan.com.au
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Tacye and Phillip Ross,
together with our family,
wish ARK Centre
and its congregation

a Healthy and Happy
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Shana Tova
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TIMES

Wishing the ARK Centre
Best Wishes
for the year ahead

- David Attias
- Mark Garkawe

THE AUSTRALIAN MUSIC THEATRE
RESEARCH INSTITUTE

‘because musicals matter’

- George Muchnicki
- Peter Rubinstein
www.tamtri.com.au
Director: Dr Peter Wyllie Johnston
Associate Professor & Principal Fellow (Hon)
Faculty of Fine Arts and Music
University of Melbourne
L39 Capital Pty Ltd
Level 39,
55 Collins Street,
Melbourne Vic 3000

Email: peterj@unimelb.edu.au

SMALL-GROUP
WEEKEND RETREATS

Whether you’re downsizing or need help
selling your Fine Art Painting,
Antique or Contemporary Furniture,
Decorative Arts, or Collectables
E.J. Ainger can offer you
an unrivalled personal service.
In business for 85 years, E.J. Ainger has
built its strong reputation on honesty,
reliability, expertise and knowledge

CALL US TODAY
for a free no obligation
home appraisal of the
potential market value
of your items.

WWW.ARTFULNESSRETREATS.COM.AU

TIMES
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Auctioneers & Valuers
Established 1930

E.J. Ainger Pty Ltd
433 Bridge Rd, Richmond
www.ainger.com.au
T: 9428 2850
M: 0408 055 596
E: john@ainger.com.au

CREATE, MEDITATE
AND RELAX YOUR WAY
TO A CALMER SELF
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- With Compliments -

Thorney Investment Group Australia Pty Ltd

WAISLITZ FAMILY FOUNDATION
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